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       SILVER AND BLACK by Christopher Yost Based on the Marvel Comics characters "Silver Sable" and "The Black Cat" COLUMBIA PICTURES MARCH 21 2017 FADE IN: EXT. STREETS - KIEV - PAST MIDNIGHT A beautiful young woman, mid-20’s with LONG BLACK HAIR, walks along the DNIEPER RIVER. She pulls her coat tight, trying to stay warm as a heavy snow falls. The streets are dark. Industrial buildings and warehouses, all dark... an old TRUCK on the side of the road is the only vehicle in sight. This is Kiev’s industrial zone. She sees a GUARD SHACK at a WAREHOUSE, it’s the only place that’s lit up. There’s a BARBED WIRE FENCE surrounding the place, and bars on the windows. A sign on the building reads PREDMETY MEDYCHNOHO (”MEDICAL SUPPLY”). EXT./INT. GUARD SHACK - MAIN ENTRANCE - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT She knocks on the GUARD SHACK DOOR, which has a sliding WINDOW on it. The window OPENS and a mean looking WAREHOUSE GUARD (40’s) looks out at her. They speak in UKRANIAN. WAREHOUSE GUARD <This is private property, you can’t be here.> YOUNG WOMAN <My car broke down. Can I use your phone?> WAREHOUSE GUARD <Are you deaf, girl? Get out of here, before you get into trouble.> The young woman SIGHS. YOUNG WOMAN <I tried.> She KICKS IN THE DOOR, knocking the Guard back. The woman enters after him. The Guard is pissed, pulls his GUN... but the woman KICKS it from his hand. The Guard takes a swing at the woman, but she blocks it, then puts a KNEE in his gut, bending him over. She slams an ELBOW down into the back of his head. The large guard goes down hard. The young woman quickly, purposefully moves to the ARRAY OF MONITORS -- CCTV CAMERAS show the perimeter of the building. 2. She places a small HIGH TECH DEVICE on the wiring. The images crackle, then re-appear NORMAL. The woman sheds her coat, zips up her SHIRT and buckles a FLAK JACKET. She’s had an UZI, two HANDGUNS and a BOWIE KNIFE under that coat. She’s gearing up for WAR. She puts in an EARPIECE and straps a MIC to her NECK. And in perfect English, with a GRIN: SILVER This is Silver... eyes are blind and the door is open. The young woman is SILVER SABLE, age 25. DOWN THE STREET -- THE ABANDONED TRUCK It lights up, engine roaring to life. The truck speeds down the street, turning and fishtailing to BACK UP into the GATE. The back of the truck OPENS, and the WILD PACK exits: A motley collection of Eastern European MERCENARIES, they’re a hodgepodge group, like special ops soldiers who have been in the wild WAY too long. They’re all in a mish-mash of SPECIAL OPS GEAR, VESTS, NIGHT VISION GOGGLES; a rag tag, Dirty Dozen team of modern mercs. They spread out as two more men exit the truck, they’re similarly dressed but their faces/heads are uncovered. DOMINIC FORTUNE, early 30’s, dark hair and roguishly handsome. He’s followed by... ERNST SABLINOVA. 50’s, black hair streaked with silver, a salt and pepper beard... he’s chewing GUM and gripping a stylized CHI-BLADE in his hand, like he was playing with it. Ernst surveils the scene, seeing the downed GUARD in the shack. He nods to Silver, then looks to the team. ERNST Alright, this is the best lead we’ve had yet, so if the target’s here, remember we want him alive. Nobody shoot him by accident. Sonyan elbows Silver, who lightly hits him in return. SONYAN He means you. 3. ERNST Intel’s spotty, we think there’s Russian ex-military on site, so be careful. (nods to men) Sonyan, Marco... you’re with me. Cailen, Pedjza, go around the back. Silver, Dom... take the loading docks. Ernst grins, twirls the Chi-Blade on his finger before putting it in his vest. ERNST (CONT’D) We’re fighting the good fight, people. Let’s catch us a bad guy. Silver watches Ernst head toward the WAREHOUSE with two of the MERCS. Dom steps beside Silver, grinning at her. DOM Pretty subtle back there, kicking the door in. I’m sure no one heard that. Silver rolls her eyes at Dom, then heads toward the WAREHOUSE as she pulls her black hair up into a pony tail. SILVER You know I have a gun, right? DOM That’s what makes you so exciting. EXT. LOADING DOCKS - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT Silver and Dom run across the grounds, keeping to cover as they reach the single LOADING DOCK to the building. The warehouse is right on the river’s EDGE. Silver gracefully jumps to the elevated DOCK, then reaches a hand down for DOM, pulling him up. She quickly moves to the roll-up metal DOOR, working the LOCK with a pick set. DOM This is a medical supply warehouse. What’s this guy doing, smuggling bedpans? SILVER Did you even read the brief? POP! The lock opens. Silver stands, looking to Dom. 4. DOM What brief? I thought you guys just shoot everyone and then sort it out. SILVER I forgot what a charmer you are. DOM My charms worked well enough on you in Croatia. Silver pulls her gun. Dom steps back, holds up his hands. DOM (CONT’D) (a little concerned) Hey, don’t be so sensitive-- Silver YANKS him aside as a torrent of BULLETS shred the spot where Dom was. She’s got a GLOCK out in her free hand and is firing AROUND Dom. Dom recovers and OPENS FIRE in the direction of the shots... ...where three more heavily armed WAREHOUSE GUARDS are shooting back at them. Silver and Dom take cover as bullets pepper the area. SILVER That’s a lot of security for bedpans. DOM They’re big money. Silver RAISES the DOCKING BAY DOOR as Dom fires again before following Silver under the door. INT. FACTORY FLOOR - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT There are pallets of BOXES, fork lifts... nothing out of the ordinary. Silver and Dom run across the warehouse floor. Silver FIRES her gun as she runs, dropping a TATTOOED RUSSIAN MERCENARY that was taking aim at her. Dom is behind her but stops to FIRE BACK at the pursuing GUARDS. Silver slams into a DOOR, shooting the LOCK off it. 5. INT. STAIRWELL - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT Silver bounds up the stairs, Dominic following behind her. As she passes a DOOR, it opens and she’s SLAMMED against the wall by another MERC who explodes out into the stairwell. The merc has a massive KNIFE and presses it towards her throat, she’s barely keeping his arm back. Dom rounds the corner, raises his gun to FIRE at the merc... ...but GUNFIRE from below him strafes the area, he takes cover and returns fire. Silver YANKS the merc’s KNIFE ARM down, it slices into her SHOULDER, but she slams her ELBOW into the merc’s THROAT. The merc staggers back, holding his throat. Silver KICKS him back into the wall, then GRABS him by his jacket and HURLS HIM down the center of the stairwell. He plummets past DOM, who looks up at Silver. DOM You enjoy this a little too much. INT. COLD STORAGE ROOM - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT Silver and Dom enter quietly into the dimly lit room, guns out. They both STOP, though, looking across the wide space in shock. Their breath is in the air in front of them, the room is COLD. It’s filled with BODY BAGS. Each of them is OCCUPIED, they’re lying on stainless steel CARTS, probably three dozen bodies lined up in rows. Dominic looks unsettled, his cool facade cracking. DOM What the hell is this? SILVER He’s here. DOM Who? SILVER Mendell Stromm. He was an American doctor working with cybernetics. He helped a lot of people... (MORE) 6. SILVER (CONT'D) prosthetic limbs, restoring sight, that kind of thing. But something happened, he went off the rails. He started experimenting on people. DOM I’m no scientist, but his experiments don’t seem to be working out. SILVER Everywhere Stromm went, people would just disappear. We heard the rumors-- DOM --so Ernst Sablinova took it upon himself to get involved. Sounds just like him. An EXPLOSION suddenly ROCKS the building... not where they are, but not far away. Silver takes off, Dom backing out after her... he can’t turn away from the bodies. SILVER Come on!! INT. HALLWAY - TOP FLOOR - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT Silver and Dom move through the warehouse corridor with their guns up and aimed. There are papers on the floor everywhere, an overturned file cabinet... the lights are out but windows let in the moonlight. The wind howls outside. The two slowly move toward an OPEN DOOR at the end of the hall. There’s a light on inside and a high pitched WHINE comes from within. Silver and Dom move to either side of the door, silent. She motions to Dom to cover her, she’s going in. INT. OPERATING ROOM - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT Silver moves forward into the room, guns raised, scanning it for targets... Dom follows her in, checking the CORNERS. The room has been converted to a full-scale SURGICAL SUITE. And in the center of it, on an operating table, is a BODY lying FACE DOWN, hastily half-covered with a SHEET. 7. This is PATIENT ALPHA. His head is shaved. There are thin metal RODS inserted up and down Alpha’s arms and legs, as well as the SPINE... like long ACUPUNCTURE NEEDLES. An EKG monitor reads FLATLINE... the high pitched WHINE confirms it. Whatever happened here, it just happened. Dom looks all around, while Silver looks to Alpha’s BODY; wires run up the dead man’s arm toward the body, disappearing under the sheet. ON THE OPERATING TABLE -- ALPHA’S EYES OPEN. The EKG BEEPS. Silver backs up. SILVER Dom! He’s alive! With a SCREAM, Alpha scrambles off the table backwards, startling the hell out of Silver and Dom, who both raise their guns at the man. Alpha is crouched down in a corner, holding his head in pain. Silver still has her gun aimed at him. SILVER (CONT’D) Are you okay? Can you hear me? Without warning, ALPHA LEAPS ACROSS THE ROOM -- he crosses ten feet in one jump -- no human could make that jump. DOM Watch out! Dom FIRES, but Alpha is FASTER... he dodges the shot and grabs Dom, HURLING him across the room and into a WALL with superhuman strength. Silver FIRES A BULLET through Alpha’s SHOULDER, but Alpha shrugs it off and BACKHANDS the gun away from Silver. Silver unleashes a KICK, a PUNCH... but Alpha grabs her by the neck and LIFTS her up. Silver grabs Alpha’s WRIST with both hands, she’s choking. Silver looks down to Alpha, a crazed, pained look in his eyes, like he’s on the verge of TEARS. Blood vessels in his eyes have burst, making the whites of his eyes RED. His nose begins to BLEED profusely. ALPHA Make it stop... 8. BLAM!! A SINGLE GUNSHOT sends Alpha’s head snapping back, he falls to the ground dropping Silver. Silver is coughing on her hands and knees, looks up to see: ERNST SABLINOVA has just arrived, GUN in hand. He lowers the weapon slightly, looking to Silver: ERNST Are you okay? Silver recovers and rushes to Dom who waves her off, trying to get up. The wound is bad, his arm is broken. SILVER Dom! DOM (wincing) I’m fine. ERNST There’s a chopper incoming, Stromm must be heading for the roof. Silver stands, trying to warn Ernst but he’s already heading for the EXIT. SILVER Something’s wrong, this isn’t what we thought. ERNST Silver-- SILVER I’m telling you, we aren’t prepared for this! You didn’t see-- ERNST There’s no time, we’re going to lose him. Get Dom out of here. Silver grabs Ernst’s arm. SILVER You have to listen to me! And Ernst stops at the door, looks at her. ERNST This is what we do, Silver. Silver watches as Ernst EXITS. Dom moves beside her. 9. DOM You’re going after him, aren’t you? SILVER Yeah. I don’t really care that much about you. DOM Thanks. EXT. ROOFTOP - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT A HELICOPTER lands on the WAREHOUSE ROOF. The wind whips, snow swirls around three MEN who stride toward the copter... ...two BODYGUARDS and a TALL MAN in a long black coat. ERNST emerges from an exterior STAIRWELL, gun AIMED. The two BODYGUARDS turn at the sound, but they’re UNARMED... Ernst has them dead to rights. ERNST Stromm!! The tall man in black TURNS, unwrapping a SCARF from around his face to reveal an angry MENDELL STROMM. Tall, thin, in his 50’s... he seems perfectly normal. STROMM Do you have any idea what you’ve done here? How far you’ve set me back? My equipment, my research... all destroyed! ERNST You’re a monster and I’m taking you in! Stromm looks at Ernst in disbelief, confusion, outrage. He shouts over the sound of the HELICOPTER BLADES. STROMM I’m the monster? The work I’m doing here was going to save lives! ERNST Is that what you told the people you killed? STROMM If you could make mankind stronger, faster, better in every way... (MORE) 10. STROMM (CONT'D) if you could end disease, even death, forever... how many lives would that be worth? Ernst frowns -- what is this guy talking about? His gun lowers ever so slightly. Stromm nods to his men. STROMM (CONT’D) Would it be worth your life? The two BODYGUARDS step forward. On the left, METAL is emerging from the man’s BACK, wrapping around him, forming an EXO-SUIT. Massive, muscular with soulless eyes, the man’s cybernietcally controlled MECHANICAL TAIL rises up, moving through the air behind the man like a SNAKE ready to strike. This is MAC GARGAN, aka THE SCORPION. As the same time, metal is wrapping around the SECOND BODYGUARD’s ARMS and LEGS. A thin, handsome LATINO MAN, he holds out his ARMS as long BLADES emerge from his newly formed METAL GAUNTLETS... This is ANTON RODRIGUEZ, aka THE TARANTULA. Ernst FIRES, but the Scorpion’s TAIL moves faster, blocking the shots, causing them to RICOCHET away. The tail WHIPS around, gaining MOMENTUM. The large SPIKE at the end of the tail CRACKLES with energy. Stromm looks from his men to Ernst. STROMM (CONT’D) These two were just the start. What I’m working on now will change the world. You just won’t be here to see it. SILVER EMERGES FROM THE STAIRS, SEES WHAT’S ABOUT TO HAPPEN. SILVER NO! The Scorpion’s TAIL slams into the ground at ERNST’S FEET, causing a SHOCKWAVE. Ernst takes the brunt of it, but he and Silver are KNOCKED back, rolling to the EDGE of warehouse roof. Silver is nearly over the edge, looking over it to see the RIVER below. Ernst can barely breathe, Silver struggles to get to him. 11. ERNST Silver... Silver puts a hand to Ernst’s face. SILVER Dad! Ernst Sablinova is Silver’s FATHER. He looks past Silver, sees Stromm approaching. The wind whips around the thin man, the light from the copter silhouetting him... Stromm carries a GUN, the Scorpion and Tarantula are right behind him. He looks to his daughter, putting his hand over hers. He presses his CHI-BLADE into her hand, giving it to her. SILVER (CONT’D) Daddy... ERNST ...I’m sorry. Ernst PUSHES her back, sending Silver TUMBLING BACK over the edge of the roof. As she falls back, the river below her, Stromm raises his GUN, aimed right at Ernst’s head. SILVER NO!!! BLAM! Stromm fires, executing Ernst Sablinova. Silver plummets down toward the water, no effort to roll or dive... it’s like the light went out of her. She hits, disappearing in the cold black water. Snow falls onto the RIVER where Silver fell, the light of fires reflecting off of it. And finally... SILVER EMERGES FROM THE WATER, gasping for air. She climbs to the SHORE, hurt, bloody... and her DARK HAIR now has a tuft of WHITE in it. It’s turned white from the emotional TRAUMA of watching her father die. She looks to the sky above... Stromm’s HELICOPTER flies away as an EXPLOSION ROCKS the BURNING WAREHOUSE. FADE TO BLACK. 12. SEVEN YEARS LATER A tight, dimly lit space. The back of a young woman’s head. She’s got short cropped black hair, she’s dressed in black... ...and she’s got a small SURGICAL SCAR on the back of her NECK. INT. CORRIDORS - HIGH SECURITY COMPOUND - NIGHT The dimly lit corridors are all CONCRETE and STEEL, with metal doors scattered about. Security CAMERAS are in each corner, panning across the area. Two ARMED GUARDS in black move through the facility, on patrol. All is quiet. They pass an adjacent corridor, one of the guards glances down... there’s nothing there. They keep moving. But behind them, there’s movement: A figure passes drops straight down from the CEILING -- a ventilation shaft. She lands in a CROUCH... This is FELICIA HARDY, aka the BLACK CAT. FELICIA (mid 20’s) moves silently to the corner of the junction, then sneaks up the corridor... the guards have moved on. She has a SATCHEL strapped across her chest. She’s holds her position; she’s got a SMARTPHONE that she seemingly TEXTS on, and after a second she looks up. ONE OF THE SECURITY CAMERAS-- it stops PANNING, a red light on the camera flicks OFF. Felicia moves silently down the hall. She’s on the prowl. INT. LABS - HIGH SECURITY COMPOUND Felicia moves through a GLASS WALLED section of the facility, continuing to TEXT. She’s about to take a step forward, then stops and takes a step back. Several SECURITY GUARDS move past the junction ahead, not seeing her. She texts a few more COMMANDS... and DOORS throughout the facility begin to CLOSE and SEAL. A white coated LAB TECH bangs a glass door, helplessly sealed in. Felicia keeps moving. 13. INT. SERVER ROOM - HIGH SECURITY COMPOUND From the inside, several lights on a high tech DOOR lock BLINK in succession, then all LIGHT UP at once. The door BUZZES, then OPENS. Felicia comes through quickly, then closes the door, checking the smartphone as she enters. She then looks UP to see a WALL of COMPUTER SERVERS, with a keyboard and TABLET/MONITOR. She moves quickly to the TERMINAL, typing as fast as she can. The screen fills with DATA, schematics for a COMPUTER CHIP. Felicia looks back to the door, then plugs a small USB drive into the terminal. A progress bar appears, the data and images flash across the screen in rapid fire fashion. Felicia isn’t paying attention to it any longer, she’s moved to the DOOR. She’s breathing in and out quickly, steeling herself for something. She’s hopping in place. The PROGRESS BAR is at 96 percent... 97... Felicia crouches down beside the door, her back to the wall. 98... 99... Felicia closes her eyes... 100. ALARMS BLARE, the entire place LIGHTS UP with EMERGENCY LIGHTING. The door SLAMS open, an ARMED GUARD rushes in--- --and Felicia is instantly ON HIM, twisting his arm and causing the surprised guard to drop his GUN. With a series of KRAV MAGA moves, Felicia KICKS THE SHIT out of the guard, putting her elbow in the guy’s throat, grabbing the back of his neck, slamming his head down into her KNEE. He’s down for the count, Felicia barely breathing heavy. She looks up into another SECURITY CAMERA, the light is ON. She grabs the USB DRIVE, takes a KEYCARD from the guard, kicks the GUN away and exits the SERVER ROOM. INT. CORRIDORS - HIGH SECURITY FACILITY - NIGHT The entire place has LIT UP and the sound of klaxons fill the air. The stealth part of this heist is over. Felicia SPRINTS down the corridor, but as she turns the corner, MACHINE GUN FIRE strafes the wall in front of her. She skids to a stop, barely avoiding the shots. 14. Three ARMED GUARDS are racing toward her from down a secondary corridor. Felicia SWIPES the keycard at a nearby DOOR, then RACES through. INT. MEDICAL LAB - HIGH SECURITY FACILITY - NIGHT Two LAB TECHNICIANS watch in shock, stepping back as Felicia runs through. The guards are running through after her. One raises a RADIO to his mouth. COMPOUND GUARD She’s going for the south exit! Lock it down!! INT. CORRIDORS - HIGH SECURITY FACILITY A LARGE METAL FIRE DOOR is closing at the end of the corridor, Felicia’s racing toward it. A GUARD stands before the door, gun raised. COMPOUND GUARD 2 You’ve got nowhere to go! But Felicia doesn’t slow down, instead she sprints faster right toward him... and just as the guard OPENS FIRE... FELICIA BASEBALL SLIDES under the SHOTS, then SPINS and takes out the GUARD’s LEGS. He hits the ground, while Felicia GRABS the bottom of the closing DOOR... ...and pulls herself through to the OUTSIDE right before it closes. CHOOM! TWO MORE GUARDS arrive, one slams his hand against the door. COMPOUND GUARD GET IT OPEN! Another guard slides his own KEYCARD through a terminal, the door begins to OPEN again revealing the NIGHT SKY in a SNOWY, MOUNTAINOUS AREA. Felicia Hardy is nowhere to be seen. She’s DISAPPEARED, like she was never there. The lead guard is PISSED, barking into the radio. COMPOUND GUARD (CONT’D) The prototype is gone, I repeat, the prototype is GONE. The guard looks to an ARRIVING TECHNICIAN, who looks ashen... this is WHITLOCK (30’s). 15. WHITLOCK No... it’s worse than that. She got everything. Snow blows into the CORRIDOR as the two men look out into cold night sky. CUT TO: EXT. MIAMI - EVENING - 24 HOURS LATER An unmarked black HELICOPTER flies toward downtown Miami. EXT. HELIPAD - MIAMI - EVENING A silver ROLLS ROYCE GHOST waits just off the landing pad, a driver standing beside it. He watches as the Helicopter sets down gently, wind whipping from the rotors. The copter door opens, and a figure emerges: SILVER SABLE Seven years older, her hair is now fully NATURAL SILVER, tied back in a pony tail. She’s dressed in simple pants and shirt with boots and a long coat, all WHITE. Four MERCS emerge from the helicopter after her, all in matching professional BLACK OUTFITS, each carrying a DUFFEL BAG of GEAR -- a far cry from the hodge-podge Wild Pack of Ernst Sablinova. The first merc is ARNOLD, mid 40’s, surly and sarcastic. CHEN (Chinese Male, 30’s) is quiet, deadly. KLEIN (African American, mid-20’s) is the youngest, the look of a NAVY SEAL. The last is POWELL, 30’s, handsome. Silver’s right hand man. ARNOLD I’m just saying, we should have dealt with the sons while we were down there. You know they’re going to take over the cartel now. POWELL We were only getting paid for bringing in the old man, so that’s all we do. Let it go. Cervesas and Cubanos are on me tonight. KLEIN Shouldn’t we invite her? 16. They look to Silver, who’s far ahead now, walking toward the GHOST. Powell looks back to Klein. POWELL The boss? She’s got other plans. Silver gets inside the waiting car, not a word to the driver. DRIVER Welcome back, Ms. Sable. INT. SILVER’S APARTMENT - MIAMI - EVENING The massive apartment is sparsely decorated, with minimal furniture... floor to ceiling windows showcase a view of the entire city, with an OCEAN VIEW right outside. Silver’s coat, pants and shirt trail the wood floors. There are no personal touches in the apartment, except for one... a small framed black and white PHOTOGRAPH on a shelf. It’s a snapshot of Silver and Ernst, both of them smiling. And lying on the shelf next to it is Ernst’s CHI-BLADE. INT. BATHROOM - SILVER’S APARTMENT Steam fills the bathroom as Silver takes a shower, eyes closed, the water streaming over her face. A light trail of BLOOD mixes with the water. Moments later, Silver’s hand wipes away the mirror. She’s wrapped in a white towel, still wet from the shower. There’s a CUT on her bicep, the graze of a BULLET? It’s the source of the blood in the shower. Silver stares at her reflection in the mirror. EXT. OUTSIDE SILVER’S SKYSCRAPER - MIAMI - NIGHT Silver emerges from the lobby of the luxury skyscraper, the doorman watching her as she goes. She’s dressed in an off the shoulder WHITE GOWN, with a shawl wrapped around her. Heels, diamonds, hair done simply but elegantly... she looks like she’s going to a royal ball. Her driver waits as she gets in the Ghost without a word. 17. INT. RESTAURANT - MIAMI - NIGHT Seven WAITERS and WAITRESSES stand there, just watching in silence. Lined up in a row, all of them in black suits and bow-ties, gloves on... this is a luxury dining establishment. It’s completely empty, twenty tables in a high rise location, all EMPTY... except ONE. Silver sits at the table alone, taking a sip of champagne. Her PHONE BUZZES on the table next to her plate. She presses an EARPIECE, already in her ear. SILVER Speak. EXT. LOBBY - SILVER SABLE INTERNATIONAL (SSI) - NIGHT The elevator doors open to reveal SILVER inside the mirrored elevator. She strides out, still in her evening wear. A young man in a business suit is waiting for her, MORTY, Silver’s executive assistant. He’s in his early 30’s, thin with glasses, carrying an computer tablet. MORTY I am so sorry, I told them that you weren’t available but they wouldn’t leave. Silver passes right by him, he follows... the wall has a massive LOGO on it, in reflective SILVER: SILVER SABLE INTERNATIONAL MIAMI INT. OPEN FLOOR OFFICES - SSI - NIGHT Silver moves down a wide corridor; even at night, several EMPLOYEES are at desks, headpieces on... they all STOP whatever they’re doing to look at Silver as she passes. SILVER Where are they? MORTY Your office. Silver stops, looks at him with a raised eyebrow. 18. MORTY (CONT’D) They insisted. INT. SILVER’S OFFICE - SSI - NIGHT Double doors open as Silver strides into her offices. Like her apartment, it’s sparsely decorated, with a simple white motif. Massive windows, a glass DESK with nothing on it. A wall of massive TELEVISION SCREENS, every news channel from around the world. Silver heads right to a fully stocked BAR, not even acknowledging the two GOVERNMENT AGENTS sitting on her couch. AGENT MARK SIM is mid 30’s, Korean-American. Hair slicked back, dark suit and tie. He sits, arms spread wide on the back of the couch. A little too confident. AGENT KEVIN MITCHELL is mid 50’s, white. Stern, he glares at Silver as she pours herself a drink. Monty closes the doors as he exits. Silver turns to the agents, takes a sip. Holds the glass to her cheek, just stares at them. Finally: SILVER What can I do for the Department of Justice? SIM I’m Agent Sim, this is Agent Mitchell... congrats on the Lobo job, by the way, we just heard. You should have handed the old man over to us, though... we’ve been after that cartel for years. SILVER You should have offered more. Sim grins, pointing to her. SIM Secretary Ward said that about you. All business. He also said you saved his daughter’s life. SILVER Is there a point here, Agent Sim? Sim gets up, looking all around. Checking out the VIEW. 19. SIM Silver Sable International. Private security, hostage negotiations, hostile extractions... you’re a bounty hunter. That’s what your dad was, right? Mitchell nods to Silver, a sour look on his face. MITCHELL Ernst Sablinova was a true believer. He did all the same stuff, he just didn’t get rich off it. SILVER No, he got killed instead. What do you want? Sim turns to Silver, pulling a PICTURE out of his pocket. He hands it to Silver. SIM We’ve got a job for you. Silver looks at the picture... it’s security camera still- footage shot of FELICIA HARDY. She’s at an AIRPORT. SIM (CONT’D) Felicia Hardy, a hacker and a thief. She’s been on our watchlist for years, but she just hit the big time; we’re talking Snowden level. DOJ wants you to bring her in. Silver hands the picture back to Sim. SILVER She doesn’t look like much trouble, surely your agents can handle her. I’d hope, anyway. MITCHELL Two days ago, Hardy was spotted in South America. We have reason to believe she’s heading into the Tri- Border. That gets Silver’s attention. SILVER And why would she do that? 20. MITCHELL Maybe she’s got friends down there. SILVER Really. In one of the most dangerous places on Earth. SIM You’ve done more jobs in the Tri- Border than anybody, no one knows the area better. That’s why we’re here. You can get in and out fast... like you said, she’s not going to cause you any problems. Silver rubs her temple. SILVER Or more likely, you’re here because YOU can’t go after her. Foreign soil, no diplomatic ties, no jurisdiction... it’s much less of a problem for you if I get killed down there instead of your people. Silver turns her back on the government agents, taking another drink. Sim takes a step after her, sincere. SIM Silver... Felicia Hardy is one of the bad guys. She’s stolen state secrets and she’s looking to sell. People are going to die if we don’t stop her. You can name your price, but we need-- Silver turns back to him with exasperation, interrupting. SILVER I’ll do it. Sim and Mitchell exchange surprised looks. Silver frowns. SIM What? SILVER Did you think that you had to come in here and convince me? This is what I do. The DOORS to the office open, MONTY stands waiting to escort the agents out. 21. Silver turns her back on them to look out the WINDOW. SILVER (CONT’D) Now you’ll excuse me, gentlemen. My assistant will sort out the details with you. The stunned agents LEAVE, the doors CLOSE. Silver stands there, alone, looking out over Miami. EXT. SKIES OVER THE ATLANTIC - DAY A small private JET soars through the sky at 50,000 feet. SILVER (O.S.) This is your target: Felicia Hardy, aka the Black Cat. INT. PRIVATE JET - DAY An image of FELICIA’s FACE, taken from SECURITY CAM FOOTAGE. Silver passes across the freeze-frame image to stand next to the LCD screen. Other frames on the LCD show FOOTAGE, other captured images... all of Felicia at various BREAK-INS. One is a DATA FARM filled with computer servers, another is her at an AIRPORT in FRANCE. Another is a still of various PASSPORT PICTURES. Silver’s addressing her re-assembled team: Powell, Arnold, Chen and Klein. CHEN Why do they call her the Black Cat? POWELL It’s her hacker name, she got a reputation after a few people crossed her apparently. ARNOLD somewhat smugly raises his hand. ARNOLD No offense, but she’s just a girl. Isn’t this overkill? Powell looks back to glare at Arnold, shaking his head in an annoyed ‘no’ at the merc. Silver isn’t bothered. 22. SILVER She’s incredibly intelligent, highly motivated and unlike most cyber-criminals, Mister Arnold, she can operate successfully in the field. Do not underestimate her. Who she is, however, isn’t as much of an issue as WHERE she is. The image of Felicia is replaced on the screen by a GEO- POLITICAL MAP of the TRI-BORDER, the junction of Paraguay, Argentina and Brazil, right where the Ignazu and Parana rivers converge. Powell already knew, but Chen and Arnold groan. CHEN La Shi. ARNOLD Is this a joke? She’s in the Tri- Border? Klein looks around, left out of the loop. KLEIN I’m sorry, the what? POWELL I forgot, we haven’t run a mission down there since you joined up. ARNOLD Tri-Border’s like the wild west, but with international terrorists, traffickers and mercenaries. There’s no sheriff, and everyone there hates you. POWELL The three countries that make it up, Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay... they all pretty much pretend it doesn’t exist. SILVER Which is most likely why she’s come. There’s no extradition to pull her out and there’s significant risk following her in. ARNOLD “Significant risk.” That’s funny. 23. Powell is looking at a FILE. POWELL She’s been off the grid for two years, why resurface now? What’d she steal? SILVER Does it matter? The job is to go into the Tri-Border, extract Hardy, and deliver her to the Department of Justice. That’s the brief, gentlemen, we’re wheels on the ground in 20. I suggest you ready yourselves. EXT. CIUDAD DEL ESTE - PARAGUAY - DUSK The hot, chaotic city is a mix of shanties, billboards and run down, apartment buildings and offices nestled on the RIVER, where a pedestrian and motor bridge crosses the river into BRAZIL... the ‘Friendship Bridge.’ The streets, alleys, even the bridge are choked with cars, scooters and people as far as the eye can see. The inner city is lined with taxis, delivery trucks and shop awnings; everyone is buying, selling or delivering something... signs are in Spanish, Portuguese, as well Chinese and Japanese. Everything is hot, sweaty and INTENSE, just waiting for a fuse to be lit. Thumping BASS of Brazilian music plays as two YOUNG MEN on a SCOOTER drive down the street, stopping at a SHOP. A third man hands the scooter’s PASSENGER a BOTTLE OF ALCOHOL, the transaction takes less then a second. The driver pulls up a BANDANA over the lower part of the his face, then drives off. As he weaves through the crowds, the PASSENGER lights a wet RAG hanging out of the bottle of “alcohol” -- it’s a MOLOTOV COCKTAIL. The scooter approaches one of the more modern OFFICE BUILDINGS... a sign in ENGLISH on the front of it: ROXXON OIL. As they pass, the passenger LIGHTS the Molotov with a LIGHTER, then THROWS it... The lobby of the building EXPLODES in a FIREBALL. The scooter RACES away, passing a black RANGE ROVER. 24. I/E. RANGE ROVER - STREETS - CIUDAD DEL ESTE KLEIN looks back at the explosion from the backseat, Arnold next to him. Powell’s at the wheel with Silver in the passenger seat. KLEIN --the hell was that?! Arnold glances back to the explosion, Silver doesn’t even flinch behind her thousand dollar sunglasses. SILVER None of our business. ARNOLD Isn’t Roxxon one of our clients? SILVER Not today. I’ve set a meeting with my contact; if Hardy is in the Tri- Border, he’ll know about it. POWELL Then let’s be quick about it. Every second we’re here there’s a greater chance someone’s going to recognize you. And by recognize you, I mean try and kill you. SILVER Really? I wonder what that’s like? Powell simmers, Arnold and Klein grin. The Rover drives off, away from the city center. EXT. THE BAR WITH NO NAME - OUTSIDE CIUDAD DEL ESTE - DUSK Down an alley, wedged between a FACTORY and a PACKING PLANT is a DOOR. No sign above it, nothing to mark it whatsoever. Powell, Klein and Arnold are all tense, on high alert as they approach. No guns visible. KLEIN What is this place? Silver has a long white coat on, her white hair on full display up in a ponytail. SILVER It doesn’t have a name, people just call it the Bar. (MORE) 25. SILVER (CONT'D) Our contact operates out of it, the place has turned into a safe haven of sorts... KLEIN A safe haven for who? SILVER For the kind of people we’re hired to catch. INT. THE BAR WITH NO NAME - NIGHT The door opens, letting LIGHT into the darkness within. Silver moves into the establishment, a low lit LABYRINTH, a combination of BAR and HOOKAH joint with Middle Eastern and European influences. Past the entrance, there’s a full BAR, with a wall of BOOZE behind it, a surly looking BARTENDER, and a TV playing international NEWS. Off to the sides, there are semi-private BOOTHS shrouded in curtains and tapestries, and beyond that separate SECTIONS that offer a little more privacy. And in the far back of the place there’s PRIVATE ROOM. Powell, Klein and Arnold enter after her. Klein is a little shaken, because everywhere they look... KLEIN Holy shit. ...are MERCENARIES, THUGS and BAD LOOKING MEN. There are GUNS in full, plain view, a FIST FIGHT going on even as they pass. They pass a PRIVATE BOOTH where a beautiful AFRICAN WOMAN sits, her hair braided... on the table is a massive, modified BLACK SNIPER RIFLE, as well as a DISTINCTIVE LONG COAT. Arnold tries not to stare as he passes. ARNOLD Jesus Christ, I think Sergei Kravinoff is here. KLEIN The hunter? 26. SILVER Powell, you’re with me. Klein, Arnold... try to stay out of trouble. As Silver goes to enter a CURTAINED-OFF BOOTH, someone else is coming out... a dark haired woman in SUNGLASSES and a BASEBALL CAP, pulled down low. Silver glances back at her, then pushes through the curtains. INT. CURTAINED BOOTH - THE BAR - NIGHT A man sits at a TABLE, hands folded in front of him. He’s nondescript, but wearing a SUIT. Caucasian, sandy hair. He looks up to Sable as she enters the curtained off area, Powell moving in after her. This is DMITRI (30’s). DMITRI People had eyes on you the moment you landed in South America, Ms. Sable. You should really be more discreet. Silver slides into the booth across from him. SILVER Who was your visitor, Dmitri? But now “Dmitri” is AFRICAN-AMERICAN, with dark hair. Almost imperceptible tines of ELECTRICITY dance around his face for a moment. His voice crackles, modulating before normalizing. DMITRI SMERDYAKOV IS THE CHAMELEON. DMITRI A private investigator. Ms. Drew came looking for information, just like you. A RATTLED POWELL DRAWS HIS GUN ON DMITRI. Silver raises a hand to stop him. POWELL What the hell--?! SILVER It’s okay. Dmitri likes his tricks. Silver looks to Dmitri, who doesn’t look happy. 27. SILVER (CONT’D) He also happens to be a former Russian intelligence agent who got his hands on some experimental spy tech. He decided going into business for himself would be more lucrative. Are the Russians still looking for you, Dmitri? Dmitri glares at Silver, now an INDIAN WOMAN in her mid-30’s. DMITRI I hear they’re having a hard time finding me. SILVER They must not know your tells like I do. (to Powell) Dmitri’s an information broker now, he knows everything that happens in the Tri-Border. DMITRI People tell me things, I must look trustworthy. What do you want this time? Silver pulls an ENVELOPE from inside her coat, drops it on the table in front of DMITRI. SILVER Felicia Hardy. You know who she is. Word is she’s come to town. He tilts his head, uses a finger to raise the flap of the envelope. There’s a stack of CASH inside, thousand dollar bills. Silver puts her hand on it. SILVER (CONT’D) You first. Unless you want me to send a friendly note to Moscow. Dmitri’s eyes narrow at Silver, his fingers tap on the TABLE. DMITRI All I’ve heard are rumors. The Americans aren’t the only ones looking for her, you know. SILVER Where is she? 28. DMITRI I need time to put out feelers. Come back tomorrow, I’ll tell you everything I find out. Silver looks at Dmitri for a moment, then takes the envelope and slides it back into her coat. SILVER Tomorrow. Silver slides out of the booth, pushes through the curtains to exit the area. Powell gives Dmitri one last look, then follows Silver out. Dmitri watches them go. After a moment, a THIN MAN emerges from the CURTAINS behind Dmitri. He leans down to him, who whispers something into his ear. INT. THE BAR WITH NO NAME - NIGHT Silver is at the FRONT DOOR of the BAR, gives one last look to the interior, then EXITS. Powell, Arnold and Klein follow. A WAITRESS passes by as the door CLOSES, heading deeper into the BAR, toward the BACK SECTION. A GUARD at a DOOR opens it as she approaches, and she ENTERS. INT. PRIVATE ROOM - THE BAR - CONTINUOUS The waitress continues in, approaching a POKER TABLE where multiple people sit. She begins delivering DRINKS. A DEALER is handing out the CARDS to the various players, a mix of CRIMINALS, MERCENARIES and TERRORISTS, the most surly poker game you’ve ever seen. It’s a CASH game, stacks of bills... no CHIPS. At one end of the table, a man’s CHALK WHITE HAND takes the cards, pulling them up. The dealer looks to him. DEALER The bet is to Mister Lincoln. The man raises the cards, revealing: LONNIE LINCOLN IS TOMBSTONE. 29. Mid 40’s and African American, Tombstone is an ALBINO with chalky white skin. His teeth are all POINTED as raises a small metal FILE, filing his teeth the way a normal person would use a TOOTHPICK. He tosses a small stack of bills into the center of the table. His voice is like GRAVEL. TOMBSTONE Ante up. The other players push their bets into the table, all except the player opposite of Tombstone. It’s FELICIA HARDY. She leans back in her chair, cards in hand. A drink in front of her, she’s not looking at her cards, she’s looking at Tombstone. FELICIA I... I’m sorry. I just have to know. Your teeth look crazy. Did it hurt? Can you still whistle? Tombstone glowers at her. FELICIA (CONT’D) I mean, I always heard the stories about you, you know, that you eat anyone who crosses you? I never believed it before, but man, now that I’m sitting across from you-- TOMBSTONE Are you in or are you out? Felicia smiles, looking at her cards. FELICIA I’ve got a good feeling about this, Lonnie. Can I call you Lonnie? Or do you like Tombstone better? Felicia tosses a stack of bills into the center. FELICIA (CONT’D) I’m in. The dealer passes out one or two cards as they players signal however many they need. Felicia shakes her head at the dealer, refusing a card. 30. FELICIA (CONT’D) I’m good, thanks. Several players FOLD, while Tombstone GLARES at Felicia. TOMBSTONE You’re bluffing. FELICIA Then you’ve got nothing to worry about, Casper. TOMBSTONE You’d better watch that mouth. FELICIA How? I can’t take my eyes off of yours. Tombstone angrily pushes in a few more STACKS of cash. TOMBSTONE Call. He lays down his hand. Full House. Felicia lays down hers. Four of a kind. She GRINS, reaching in for the MONEY. FELICIA Four of a kind. Lucky me. Tombstone SLAMS a hand down on the TABLE as he STANDS UP quickly, knocking his chair back. The other players and dealer freeze at Tombstone’s fury, while Felicia looks up to him innocently. FELICIA (CONT’D) What? THE THIN MAN enters the room, everyone looks at him. THIN MAN Miss Hardy’s presence is requested. Felicia stands, taking the MONEY, shoving it into a SATCHEL she pulls over her shoulder. FELICIA Sorry guys, I’ve got an appointment with the Russian. We don’t want to make him wait, do we? 31. Tombstone doesn’t move, just stares daggers at Felicia. She tosses one of her stacks of bills onto the table in front of Tombstone. FELICIA (CONT’D) Thanks for the front. She exits with the Thin Man, Tombstone GLOWERS after her. INT. CURTAINED BOOTH - THE BAR WITH NO NAME - NIGHT The Thin Man holds the curtain open as Felicia enters, then he steps out. The curtains close. Dmitri is inside, pulling on a COAT. He’s LEAVING. FELICIA What’s going on? DMITRI Our deal is off. FELICIA What?! DMITRI You’re a much hotter commodity than I’d anticipated. Felicia gets in front of Dmitri, holding the satchel of CASH out to him. FELICIA I have your money. DMITRI No money is worth what you would bring down on me. I’m giving you a head start out of spite. The normally cavalier Felicia is now desperate. FELICIA You said you could get me out of the country and into Europe with a new identity. I need those papers, dammit. Dmitri’s face shifts, he’s now a BALD HEADED ASIAN MAN. 32. DMITRI You are not listening to me. Someone was just here looking for you, you’re not as clever as you think. FELICIA Wait... someone came for me? DMITRI We are done here. Dmitri exits out the REAR. Felicia backs up, looking a little ashen. She turns, moves through the curtains into the MAIN BAR--- INT. MAIN BAR - BAR WITH NO NAME - NIGHT Felicia moves quickly, but not too quickly, through the bar. Her eyes shift, looking all around as she heads for the FRONT EXIT. She’s moving faster and faster toward the door, grabs the handle and YANKS it open... ---only to find SILVER SABLE waiting, gun in hand. Felicia looks at her confused. SILVER Felicia Hardy. FELICIA Who the hell are you supposed to be? SILVER Don’t make this hard on yourself. FELICIA Don’t worry. Felicia instantly KICKS the gun out of Silver’s hand, then puts her boot in Silver’s STOMACH, knocking her back. Felicia TURNS, then RUNS back into the BAR. Silver recovers fast and GRABS her by her COLLAR, yanking Felicia back. People in the BAR NOTICE, moving out of the way as the two women FIGHT. It’s not an unusual occurrence here. 33. Felicia throws an ELBOW back into Silver’s face, but Silver blocks it. Felicia pulls free and delivers a roundhouse KICK, but Silver crosses her arms and blocks it as well. SILVER Stop this, you can’t win-- SMACK! Felicia lands a punch right in Silver’s face. Silver staggers back, putting her fingers to her NOSE... blood. Silver GLARES at Felicia, whose eyes go wide as Silver PUNCHES her, sending her spinning. Felicia backs up, but Silver doesn’t relent. She delivers a punch, then KICKS Felicia in the chest, putting her to the ground. She lies there for a moment, arms outstretched. FELICIA Ow. Silver pulls Felicia up and slams her against the wall. SILVER Are you done? FELICIA Almost. KLIK! Felicia holds Silver’s GUN, presses it into her CHEST. Silver lets go, takes a step back. Felicia steps back as well, aiming the gun at Silver’s chest. Someone comes up behind SILVER. SILVER Mister Powell... take her. Felicia looks up behind Silver. FELICIA You’re not going to believe this, but you might want to turn around. Silver glares at Felicia, then looks behind her to see a half dozen THUGS, all with their guns pointed at the two women. Powell, Klein and Arnold stand there with their hands behind their heads, each of them with a gun in their back. Powell is BLEEDING, he put up a fight. SILVER Damn. 34. A THUG holds a gun to FELICIA, aggressively pushing it toward her head. Felicia rolls her eyes and releases her grip on Silver’s gun; the thug takes it. Felicia looks to Silver who glares at her. FELICIA That guy took your gun. A THUG takes the butt of a RIFLE and hits the back of Silver’s legs with it, dropping her to her knees. Felicia drops down beside her, hit as well. FELICIA (CONT’D) Take it easy! SILVER Be quiet. Felicia looks to Silver like she’s crazy. FELICIA I’m sorry? SILVER I’ll handle this, just let me do the talking. FELICIA What are you, my lawyer? You just tried to kill me! SILVER What part of ‘be quiet’ don’t you understand? FELICIA The part where I tell you to go-- TOMBSTONE (O.S.) Ladies! Silver and Felicia both look as Tombstone approaches, a sadistic grin on his face. He claps his hands together, rubbing them... it’s like Christmas for this monster. TOMBSTONE (CONT’D) This must be my lucky day. Tombstone moves past Felicia, crouches in front of SILVER. TOMBSTONE (CONT’D) Not only do I get to kill the thief... (MORE) 35. TOMBSTONE (CONT’D) (to Silver) ...but the famous Silver Sable, too. Did you really think you’d walk into my bar and collect a bounty on my head? SILVER I’m not here for you. I came for the girl, the United States Government wants her for treason. Felicia is surprised and looks at Silver in a new light. FELICIA What? TOMBSTONE Is that so? I’m a little disappointed, to be honest. SILVER Mr. Lincoln, isn’t it? Let’s make this simple. You’re a businessman. How much will it cost to let me walk out of here with her? TOMBSTONE You think you can buy your way out of this? SILVER Yes. Tombstone smiles, stands up and moves to FELICIA. TOMBSTONE Normally you’d be right. But the Cat crossed a line. She disrespected me. And the Russian’s not here to protect her any more. SILVER A million dollars. FELICIA Really?! Will you give me a million dollars if I turn myself in? TOMBSTONE Do you think this is a negotiation? SILVER It’s that or I have to kill you. 36. Tombstone angers, then LAUGHS at the audacity of it as he moves back to Silver. In Silver’s hands, behind her back, we see a CHI BLADE slide down into her fingers. Tombstone glances to Powell, Arnold and Klein. TOMBSTONE Shoot the Mercs. I want to savor these two. In one fluid movement, Silver SLASHES Tombstone across the face with her CHI BLADE!! Powell slams his head into the face of the guard behind him, spinning and taking the man’s HANDGUN... Arnold GRABS a RIFLE from the guard next to him, slamming the butt of it into the guard’s stomach... Klein PULLS free from his captor... Felicia launches up into a RUN, and a half dozen of Tombstone’s men are aiming their guns... Tombstone holds his bloody face, enraged... TOMBSTONE (CONT’D) KILL THEM!! AND THAT’S WHEN THE WALL OF THE BAR EXPLODES INWARD. A long metal TAIL smashes through the wall, slicing through the club at 90 miles an hour like a WRECKING BALL, a large metal SPIKE at the end of it. The patrons of the bar SCATTER! Two of Tombstone’s men are taken out by the tail, while Felicia dives out of the way of it. Silver and Tombstone are knocked to the ground, Silver shields her head from debris. The tail RETRACTS, disappearing from the room. Dust and debris fill the air. Silver is getting to her feet... she peers through the dust. The TAIL fires back into the room, STABBING one GUARD the chest and lifting him into the air. The tail WHIPS around, flinging the man across the room before retracting again. Powell and Arnold step forward, raising their guns. Felicia is getting to her feet and Tombstone stands, all attention on the caved in wall. 37. A FIGURE EMERGES THROUGH THE DEBRIS AND ASH - THE SCORPION Silver sees him and stares in shock. A QUICK FLASH: THE ROOFTOP IN KIEV. TWO MEN, STANDING BESIDE STROMM. THE SCORPION’S TAIL SWINGING AT HER FATHER. SILVER No... that’s not possible. Scorpion scans the room, finally locking eyes on FELICIA. SCORPION You. FELICIA Oh, shit. Tombstone’s men finally recover enough to OPEN FIRE, but Scorpion rushes forward, shockingly fast for his size. His TAIL whips around, taking out two more of Tombstone’s men as he grabs a third. Scorpion hurls the man away, sending him smashing into a wall. Silver takes off RUNNING toward Felicia, scooping up a HANDGUN as she goes. But in mid-run, Silver drops to a SLIDE, ducking under the Scorpion’s TAIL as it whips above her and takes out another of Tombstone’s men that didn’t duck. Coming up from her slide, Silver FIRES, taking out another of the thugs, this one was aiming his weapon at FELICIA. ARNOLD OPENS FIRE ON THE SCORPION!! SILVER Arnold, move!! Scorpion’s tail whips up past Arnold, smashing into the CEILING, which caves down on top of the merc. Silver SHOOTS multiple rounds at the Scorpion. SILVER (CONT’D) Powell! Get to Hardy, get her out of here! Bullets flick off of Scorpion’s TAIL, but it gets his attention. Scorpion’s tail whips behind him... Powell is heading for Felicia but sees Scorpion about to STRIKE at Silver... 38. Scorpion’s tail SPIKES FORWARD... just as POWELL puts his body between Scorpion and Silver. He stands there, the tip of the spike tenting his kevlar VEST out. Blood trickles from the corner of his mouth as he stares into Silver’s eyes. POWELL Silver... Silver meets his eyes, putting a hand to Powell’s chest, between the ammo and grenades attached to his vest. A split second later, Powell is ripped away from her. Silver stands there, stunned... but she’s holding a GRENADE pulled from POWELL’s jacket at the last second. Recovering, she HURLS the grenade at the charging Scorpion, where it EXPLODES right in front of him. Scorpion falls back, tumbling to the ground as smoke and fire envelops him. ACROSS THE ROOM - FELICIA She staggers, stumbling as she moves forward, trying to get to the exit. She holds onto the BAR to steady herself. TOMBSTONE (O.S.) CAAAAAAT!! Felicia looks to see TOMBSTONE. He’s got a gun in his hand, and has her dead to rights. FELICIA Don’t-- BLAMBLAMBLAM! Tombstone takes multiple BULLETS to the CHEST, sending him falling BACK. Felicia spins to see: SILVER, gun in hand. Felicia suddenly looks PAST Silver, takes a few steps backwards, then RUNS. Silver looks back... THE SCORPION RISES, BRUSHING OFF THE FLAMES. UNHURT. Silver immediately turns and races after Felicia, who’s heading deeper into the BAR. INT. KITCHEN - BAR WITH NO NAME Felicia RACES through the now abandoned KITCHEN. 39. Silver runs after her, gun in hand. She presses two fingers to her NECK MIC. SILVER Klein! Arnold! Anyone, come in! KLEIN (VIA RADIO) This is Klein! I’ve got Arnold, but he’s hurt bad! SILVER Powell is dead! Evac now! Get out of the Tri-Border! KLEIN (VIA RADIO) What?! What about you?! SILVER DO AS I SAY! GO!! EXT. ALLEY - OUTSIDE BAR - NIGHT A back door SLAMS open, and SILVER comes crashing out. She looks for FELICIA in one direction, then turns to the other... WHAM! Felicia SLAMS into Silver, tackling her to the ground. Silver instantly ROLLS back as she lands, flipping up to her FEET. She rushes at Felicia, slamming her up against the brick wall of the Bar. SILVER That monster with the tail... he knew you! How did he know you?! Felicia SHOVES Silver back, then makes a RUN for it. THE SCORPION’S TAIL SUDDENLY COMES CRASHING THROUGH THE OUTER WALL OF THE BAR, NARROWLY MISSING FELICIA. The force of the impact STAGGERS her, she goes down hard. The tail shreds the wall, allowing the Scorpion to move through. He moves methodically toward Silver who back up, firing her gun at him. His tail is like a living thing, it moves to block the shots. SCORPION The boss wants Hardy alive... but you, I’m gonna rip in half. 
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